Friendly Farm Machinery & Tool, Co.
Featuring Hoss™ Wheel Hoes!

Wow, this thing is FAST!!!
O.K. So maybe this is a little of a stretch, but, a Hoss™ wheel hoe can make gardening easier! I
know that my wheel hoe exceeded my expectations on what a “simple” tool could do. Based on
the old Planet Junior™ built generations ago the Hoss™ wheel hoe enables the user to plow,
cultivate, and plant their garden faster and easier than hand tools alone. Weeding 90% of one’s
garden as fast as it can be walked, well that is a game changer! Hoss™ makes attachments for
their wheel hoe that will enable one to do just that.

This picture shows the wheel hoe with
“sweeps” attached cultivating new cabbage.

This picture shows the wheel hoe with both HM-5 and HN-5 plows
preparing a furrow for planting potatoes.

This picture shows those potatoes being covered by reversing the plows and
covering the row. How sweet is that?

Here the Hoss™ seeder attachment plants corn to the
correct depth. Seed depths are adjustable from ¼” to 1 ½”.
Personally I like using the oscillating hoes, and the regular cultivator teeth for most of my
weeding as opposed to the sweeps. The seeder attachment is an awesome time and back
saver! The little cultivator disc are cute but not to effective in my heavy soil. The plows are
great for making hills and raised beds, we have a Youtube video on that! Here is the link:
https://youtu.be/k4xC18XZ_2c

12” Oscillating hoe weeds new carrots.

Using the 12” Oscillating
hoe I weed as fast as I can walk!
Up here on the western edge of the piedmont, and turning your dirt into good soil is a labor of
love. I have three different sizes of the Oscillating hoe for my Hoss™ Wheel hoe, 6”, 8”, and 12”.
Rocks, which are aplenty, pass thru the hoe and I just keep on weeding. By next month the
plants in this picture will be maturing, and the grass between the beds will be mowed and
pretty. So, get the Hoss Wheel hoe, and fix it up to suite your gardening needs. This is one tool
that truly exceeded my expectations!

